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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

In the present manuscript Author briefly discussed about the challenges associated with transition of 

pre-clinical findings into the clinical setting. Specifically, he reported the story of BEZ235 

development, a multitargeted inhibitor which showed impressive pre-clinical activity but failed to 

show anti-tumor activity in the clinical setting. It also proved to be more toxic than other mTOR 

inhibitor like everolimus in this same setting. I don't have comments or concerns that may preclude 

further consideration for publication of this article.     
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The editorial entiteled "Neuroendocrine tumors resistant to mTOR inhibitors: a difficult conversion of 

biological aspects to clinical application" provides an important as well as up-to date statment 

relevant for NET and general Oncology. 
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The manuscript of Nicola Fazio deals with the clinically and scientifically very relevant topic of the 

huge differences between successful preclinical testing of novel anti-cancer compounds and their 

actual clinical effectiveness.  Taking mTOR inhibition of neuroendocrine gastrointestinal tumors an 

example the author clearly describes the problem and failure of bringing an innovative compound 

such as BEZ235 from bench to bedside.  The message of the paper is clear however, I missed some 

interpretation on the possible reasons and underlying mechanisms that account for the clinical failure 

of the multi-target inhibitor BEZ235 in neuroendocrine gastrointestinal tumors.   The concluding 

remark that ….. “It is clear that transportomics and metabolomics are poorly known areas which can 

influence strictly the destiny of a drug.” (page 2 last paragraph) is too general and needs 

interpretation and some more detailed explanation by taking actual work in the field into account.  

Generally, the text is well-written, but there are various grammatical and spelling mistakes, so the 

English needs a little brush-up. 
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